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Abstract—While there has been a significant amount of work
on object search and image retrieval, the focus has primarily
been on establishing effective models for the whole images, scenes,
and objects occupying a large portion of an image. In this paper, we
propose to leverage object proposals to identify small and smooth-
structured objects in a large image database. Unlike popular
methods exploring a coarse image-level pairwise similarity, the
search is designed to exploit the similarity measures at the
proposal level. An effective graph-based query expansion strategy
is designed to assess each of these better matched proposals against
all its neighbors within the same image for a precise localization.
Combined with a shape-aware feature descriptor EdgeBoW, a
set of more insightful edge-weights and node-utility measures,
the proposed search strategy can handle varying view angles,
illumination conditions, deformation, and occlusion efficiently.
Experiments performed on a number of other benchmark datasets
show the powerful and superior generalization ability of this single
integrated framework in dealing with both clutter-intensive real-
life images and poor-quality binary document images at equal
dexterity.

Index Terms—Contour-based descriptor, graph-based search,
localization, mobile visual search.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the ever increasing amount of data exploding the
internet through various corporate websites and social

media sites like Flickr, Facebook, etc., urge is to find an effec-
tive solution to the problem of object search that can support
automatic annotation of multimedia visual contents (images,
videos) and help content-based retrieval of imagery data. There
has been a significant success observed in the domain of image
retrieval [1]–[4]. A set of recent works [5]–[8] also focusses on
addressing the problem of 3-D object retrieval. However, match-
ing and localization for small objects like logos, objects typi-
cally found in households, etc., in cluttered environment are still
challenging. Fig. 1 shows some database images with examples
of such objects of interest present in it.

For example, a specific class of visual objects “logo” is graph-
ically designed with colors, shapes, textures, perhaps as well as
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Fig. 1. Object instance search in different benchmark datasets: (a) Belgalogo,
(b) FlickrLogos-27, (c) Tobacco-800, and (d) Groundhog Day, respectively.
Objects of interest are highlighted with colored boxes.

text also, following some specific spatial layout. It represents
a product or an organization and can be treated as an object
with a planer surface, which is extremely worthy in the premise
of modern advertising, automatic logo annotation to improve
commercial search-engines, the visibility aspect of advertised
logos in a sports event, the mechanized check for near dupli-
cate unauthorised use of logos, etc. Despite being one of the
most exploited features for object representation, determining
the unique identity of the object instances cannot be reliable
by color based features in general. Logo images can also be
blurred; the logo can occupy only a small portion in an im-
age with cluttered background and differ significantly in terms
of affine distortion, noise and occlusion. The popular bag of
words (BoW) methods [9], [10] also do not perform well in
these scenarios and ultimately shape features [11], [12] turn
out to be more discriminative and reliable, which can comply
to largely contrasting requirements of the problem formula-
tions. Several works [13], [14] have also been done to combine
shape-based feature with color for a better performance. Al-
though such global shape descriptors ensure speed, they are
sensitive to occlusion, deformation and background clutter.
All these pose a severe challenge for a successful search and
localization.

Therefore, the need of the moment is for a robust system that
can efficiently match and accurately localize the instances of
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query objects often occupying a small part of an image. The
objective is to retain invariance in presence of occlusion, geo-
metric and photometric transformations, while at the same time
still remain sensitive to local peculiarities to identify the vicious
tampering and be very accurate in its recognition performance.

The main contributions are mainly threefold.
1) An effective shape aware robust feature descriptor:

The proposed contour-based feature EdgeBoW can cap-
ture sufficient amount of global shape information in
presence of varying illumination conditions, noise, back-
ground clutter, etc., within its structure. At the same time,
using a local SIFT-like representation of its constituent
EdgeWords, it is reasonably tolerant to the incomplete-
ness and distortion in a query. Unlike Dense-SIFT, the
proposed shape-aware feature EdgeBoW as a group of
EdgeWords captures feature points along the edges. This
helps the proposed method to offset the limitations of both
global shape descriptors and local interest-point based
descriptors, while yielding a powerful object representa-
tion scheme, especially for smooth-structured objects like
“Adidas,” “Nike,” “HP,” “Mcdonalds,” “Digital Clock,”
etc.

2) An efficient object level search strategy for matching and
localization: Unlike the dominant approach to the prob-
lem of identifying potential interest regions in an image
following the sliding windows paradigm in which object
classification is performed at every location and scale in
an image, we use the efficient EdgeBoxes [15] to identify a
smaller set of image subwindows for the detailed scrutiny,
which ensures a better reproducibility in presence of var-
ious image conditions and transformations. The proposed
graph-based false alarm elimination strategy followed
by an effective image specific query expansion scheme
helps attaining a competitive matching and localization
performance.

3) Finally, this paper proposes an unified search strategy
that can handle both the clutter intensive real-life im-
ages and poor quality binary document images with equal
efficiency.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly
describes some related works. A short description of the over-
all framework is given in Section III. The query adaptive ob-
ject search approach is described in Section IV. The proposed
EdgeBoW feature and an initial matching scheme to shortlist
a set of initial matches are explained in Section V. Section VI
presents the experimental results. Finally the conclusion is in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Instance level object search has been a popular topic of
research in the last decade. Given an image query, the state-
of-the-art image retrieval systems [16]–[18] have shown im-
pressive performance on various object categories. The visual
object search can be treated as a combination of two sub tasks:
matching and localization.

Matching: For matching, there has been a good amount of
works [19]–[22] that have used bag-of-visual-words (BoVW).
Some methods directly use the bag of SIFT features [17], [23]
to highlight only a few highly discriminative feature points for
matching. Spatial proximity between visual words have also
been used for performing spatial geometric hashing [24], [25]
to retrieve the duplicates in the database. However, they are
usually not effective to capture the subtle discriminations well.
Some methods use a group of co-occurring descriptors [25], [26]
or feature-groups [27], [28] within a pre-defined close-by neigh-
borhood as a basic unit for matching. Zhiyuan et al. [2] attempt to
reduce the computational complexity of RANSAC-based meth-
ods, by a more efficient direct spatial matching (DSM) approach
that predicts the scale variation with a pre-defined region within
which each matched feature contributes for estimating geomet-
ric transformation. Bronstein and Bronstein [28] have defined
a spatially sensitive bags of affine-invariant pairs of features.
However, the representation has a very high dimensionality. In
[29], each local feature is combined with its k-nearest neighbors
to define a feature group.

For a more effective performance, some recent works [30],
[31] have attempted to combine the shape and SIFT together
for context sensitive feature representation. In several works
[32], [33], spatial constraints have been exploited effectively
to extract the local context of keypoints in a cluttered back-
ground. Several authors [34], [35] have also attempted to fuse
multiple features for improved performance. Although, some of
these works do address the problem of retrieval with a focus on
objects like logos, most of them rely on keypoint based repre-
sentation. Furthermore, while their performance is excellent in
a generic image retrieval scenario, performance on localizing
small objects can still be improved. The matching challenges
become manifold in the binarized document images. Due to the
lack of texture and color based features, noise and distortion
resulting from image binarization, the task becomes even more
critical. Some works [31], [36]–[38] have attempted to address
this issue with specialized algorithms. Wei et al. [39] combine
the local curvature and spatial information with the Zernike
moment-based global descriptors to represent a logo. However,
the brute-force matching scheme using an Euclidean distance
cannot be made scalable as-is to a large image collection with-
out an efficiently designed indexing strategy. Li et al. [38] use a
feature detected using the difference of Gaussians and described
using connected component features to detect logos. Jain and
Doermann [37] use SURF based features for logo retrieval in
document images. Zhu and Doermann [36] and Rusiñol and
Lladós [31] use Shape Context based descriptor for represen-
tation. However, most of them are sensitive to occlusion and
clutter.

Localization: For object localization, most of the earlier meth-
ods attempt to first retrieve the relevant images. The object lo-
cations are then determined as the bounding box of the matched
regions through a geometric verification, such as RANSAC [19]
or neighboring feature consistency [29]. Jiang et al. [26] parti-
tion each image into non-overlapping grid cells which bundle
the local features into grid features. However, these methods
are usually computationally expensive and cannot be used for
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Fig. 2. Method overview. A, B, and C specify components stored in the
database, as a part of offline pre-processing. The portion of the work flow
encapsulated in a “yellow” box can be performed a priory while processing the
database.

an exhaustive search. Alternatively, efficient sub-region search
processes [18], [40] are used to find the subimage(s) maximally
similar to the query. In a set of recent works, Jiang et al. [41]
have proposed a multi-scale approach for deriving the spatial
context in the form of spatial random partition. The effect of
spatial context is achieved by averaging the matching scores
over multiple random patches. Such bundling mechanisms help
in preserving the contextual information to enhance the dis-
criminative nature of the feature representation. However, such
feature groupings are based on a randomized grouping scheme
without taking into consideration of any kind of semantic in-
formation (relationship between nearby keypoints) to obtain the
groupings. Another current work by Sahbi et al. [42] presents
a logo recognition framework that uses a constellation of local
features to represent the reference logo. Matching is performed
by minimizing an energy function that takes into consideration
of the quality of feature matching and co-occurrence of features.
In case of small objects, due to the lack of interest points, such
keypoint based methods are prone to make more errors.

III. METHOD OVERVIEW

The diagram giving an overview of the method is illustrated
in Fig. 2. The entire process can be categorized in two groups:
offline processing components and online steps. As a part of
the offline process, a small set of category independent interest
regions (“object proposals”) are first extracted from each image
in the database. Given each such identified object proposal, an
objectness score computed by EdgeBoxes enables the system to
evaluate the likelihood of an object within it. An initial short-
listing based on these objectness scores restricts the exhaustive
search only within a handful of semantically more meaningful,
top-ranked proposals and thereby influences a faster and more
accurate matching and localization performance. The proposed
EdgeBoW features are extracted from each database proposal,
which are then used to create the vocabulary of EdgeWords (A
in Fig. 2). KDtree based indexing of the entire collection of
database proposals (B in Fig. 2) helps in efficient search dur-
ing test time. The mutual proximities between every pair of

database proposals are computed offline (C in Fig. 2), which are
then passed as input to the query adaptive graph-based short-
listing scheme explained in Section IV-C. During test time, a
smaller set of potential candidate matched proposals identified
by the histogram based EdgeBoW matching, is validated by the
more specialized graph-based false-alarm elimination scheme
for an improved search performance. Finally, utilizing the ini-
tial proposal level confidence scores obtained for each under-
lying database image, a graph-based query expansion scheme
is proposed to attain a more reliable localization performance.
Thanks to EdgeBoW and a set of compact graph node-utility
and edge-weight measures, the single framework can handle
both the scenarios of the real-life gray-level as well as the poor
quality binarized document images equally well. To evaluate
the search performance, we conduct visual object search on
multiple standard datasets, which include logos in gray-level
images, binarized document images and a movie database. As
can be seen from the examples shown in Fig. 1, in some cases
it is challenging even for human observers to find and locate
the small query objects in the cluttered scenes, our algorithm
performs significantly better than the state-of-the-art methods.

IV. QUERY ADAPTIVE OBJECT PROPOSAL SEARCH

Given an image database Dimg = {Ii}i∈1,...,M the ultimate
task in this paper is to identify the subset {Ig} of images
containing the similar instances as the query object Q and local-
ize the object’s position within each Ig . In order to achieve this
goal, the first task is to identify a set of interest candidate re-
gions called “proposals,” at which the probability of an object’s
presence is high.

A. Identifying Object Proposals

EdgeBox by Zitnick and Dollar [15] is used to pick out a
smaller set of candidate object regions in an image. Due to
its sole dependence on the sparse yet informative edge-based
representation, EdgeBox is simultaneously efficient and more
accurate in spotting a smaller set of image interest regions.
Given each such region identified using EdgeBox, the associ-
ated “objectness measure” quantifies its likelihood to contain an
object.

Given each database image, only its top N ranked proposals
determined based on their respective objectness measures, are
retained as the primary interest regions for further investigation.
The value of N can be chosen experimentally. We will discuss
more on this in Section VI. Thus, given a collection of M im-
ages, the database consists of M × N object proposals, denoted
as D = {Pj

i }
j∈{1,...,N }
i∈{1,...,M }, where Pj

i represents the jth(j ≤ N)
object proposal generated from image Ii . Now onwards for
simplicity sake, we accept a slight notational abuse to denote
each Pj

i as just Pi . The proposed search process will deter-
mine the presence/absence of an object instance within each of
these proposals.

Each proposal P is represented in terms of a collection of
local features {fl}, where each fl is a feature vector describing
some chosen pixel in P and l indicates the index of the fea-
ture. In this work we have proposed EdgeBoW as a proposal
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representative, which defines each fl in terms of a 128-
dimensional SIFT-like descriptor. A histogram-based coarse
level matching scheme is adopted to shortlist a set of initial
matches from the entire database collection. For the moment,
in this section we will assume that such a shortlisted collection
of matched proposals is provided to us, where each proposal
is represented in terms of a feature collection ({fl}) and a fast
coarse-level initial proposal matching scheme s(, ) quantifies a
rough similarity extent between each pair of proposals.

However, due to the coarse nature of the shortlisting mecha-
nism, this initial matched collection is not very reliable. There-
fore, with an objective to ensure the quality of retrievals in a
generic scenario, we propose an efficient and principled search
scheme effectual in minimizing the false-alarms from the col-
lection of retrievals while retaining a reliable localization per-
formance through an effective graph-based query expansion
mechanism at the same time. The structural consistency between
two database proposals is defined in terms of a pairwise similar-
ity measure. We shall describe this process in the next section.

B. Evaluating Pairwise Similarity of the Database Proposals

Given the database of proposals, we follow a geometric
verification1 based re-ranking scheme to define a more accu-
rate proximity relation between every pair of proposals in the
database. Given P as a query, a small set of top-K ranked initial
retrievals is first validated using the second nearest neighbor
test [43], computed as the ratio of the distance of the closest
neighbor to that of the second-closest neighbor. This match ra-
tio provides an estimate of the match ambiguity and a set of
distinctive matches can be shortlisted using a suitably chosen
threshold on it. The following RANSAC inspired geometric ver-
ification further explores this list to re-rank the matches based
on the consistency with a similarity transformation. Given each
proposal P ∈ D, the resulting sorted list of top-K initial re-
trievals N P

K = {Pi}K
i=1 from the database is obtained using the

number of inlier (or geometrically consistent) matches as a sim-
ilarity score between the query P and the ith proposal Pi . N P

K
is called the K-neighborhood of P . Given each P , this process
of re-ranking can be performed offline. Therefore, the speed of
the system during test time is not affected.

Given an indexed database {Pi} of proposals and a pre-
defined k(≤ K), the k-neighborhood of Pi , denoted as N i

k ⊆
N Pi

K , contains only the top-k retrieved candidates using Pi as
the query. The choice of k can be made empirically and is taken
to be k = K

2 in our experiments.

C. Query Adaptive Graph-Based Search Process

Given a query Q, the set of initial top-K retrieved proposals
can now be represented in terms of a query adaptive graph GQ

= (VQ ,CQ ,WQ ), where each v ∈ VQ represents one of the top-
K retrievals using Q as a query. Therefore |VQ | = K. Given a
pair of nodes vi, vj ∈ VQ , there is a connecting edge between
them, if and only if the corresponding proposals (represented by

1[Online]. Available: http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/ vgg/practicals/instance-
recognition/index.html

vi and vj respectively) are the reciprocal neighbors to each other,
i.e., |N i

k ∩N j
k | ̸= 0. For vi and vj representing two proposals

originated from a same underlying image, O(i, j) defines the
overlap-ratio between them.

Each edge-weight between vi, vj ∈ VQ is updated as

WQ (i, j) =
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1 − O(i, j)) × γ(i, j) × WD (i, j), if vi and vj represent

proposals from the

same image

γ(i, j) × WD (i, j), otherwise

(1)

where WD (i, j) = |N i
k ∩N

j
k |

|N i
k ∪N

j
k |

evaluates the strength of the pair-

wise proximity in terms of the Jaccard similarity coefficient. It
is worth noting that by the very definition, the weight WD (, )
provides a more accurate measure of bi-directional similarity
between two connecting nodes vi and vj and can be processed
a-priory to maintain the speed during test time.

In order to reduce the amount of redundancy among the top
retrieved proposals, we penalize the edge-weight between every
two overlapping proposals by a term inversely proportional to
the amount of overlap and compute γ(i, j) as

γ(i, j) =

⎧
⎨

⎩
α

m a x ( δ i
Q

, δ
j
Q

)

2 , if α
m a x ( δ i

Q
, δ

j
Q

)

2 > 0.1

0, otherwise
(2)

where δi
Q represents the shortest distance from Q to Pi in GQ .

The value of α is always selected from the range [0, 1], which
enforces that γ(i, j) also lies within the same range. In our
experiment we chose α = 0.8. Thus, GQ can efficiently capture
the strength of the pairwise similarities within the edge-weights,
while taking into consideration of the information redundancy
observed within any two linking nodes.

Each node vi ∈ VQ represents one of the top-K retrieved
database proposals Pi using Q as a query and is tagged with a
utility measure. This represents the similarity extent of Pi with
Q and defined as

UQ
i = s(Q,Pi) (3)

where s(, ) represents the coarse level initial similarity score,
which is assumed to be available with us. An example of this,
as used in the paper will be described in the next section.

1) Eliminating False Alarms: Given this set of edge-weights
and node utility measures of GQ , we aim to reduce the false
alarms by identifying a smaller subgraph representing a sub
collection of the initial matched proposals which are at a max-
imum pairwise proximity among themselves. It is important to
note that in our scenario, complete connectivity of the chosen
sub-graph is not required. For example, a true matched object
proposal may or may not be very similar to all others in the list
of retrievals. However if it is a correct match, there should be
at least a few of the other retrieved proposals, which are sim-
ilar to it. In fact, it is acceptable to retain all those proposals
which are similar to at least some others, but not necessarily to
all others shortlisted. Therefore, the extracted subgraph fo GQ
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can afford to have multiple connected components. However,
we would prefer to avoid selecting a connected component with
single node. Thus, while we reward the selection of adjacent
(or connected) nodes, it is not important for each of the nodes
to remain connected to all others in the identified sub-graph of
better matched proposals.

Given this scenario, we propose a binary selection method that
can select a maximal subset of the pairwise similar proposals
through graph regularization using the objective function [44],
defined as follows:

arg max
f∈{0,1}K

[
UT

Q f − λfT LQ f − η||f ||0
]

(4)

where UQ = [UQ
1 , . . . , UQ

K ]T ∈ RK , LQ = D − WQ and D ∈
RK×K a diagonal matrix with D(i, i) representing the degree
of the node i in GQ and f ∈ {0, 1}K is an indicator vector
specifying the inclusion/exclusion of a node in the resulting
subgraph.

The first term UT
Q f of (4) aims at maximizing the cumulative

similarity score of the selected subgraph to the query. Given
the structure of the Laplacian LQ , the focus of the second term
fT LQ f is on minimizing the outliers by emphasizing more on
the edge connections with higher weights, while at the same time
attempting to eliminate the nodes with larger degrees. Thus,
the system is designed to reject those generic images having
similarity to many others. Parameter λ controls the effect of
this connectivity constraint. Finally the third term ||f ||0 acts as a
regularizing factor that ensures a certain amount of sparsity of f .
η controls the effect of sparsity. It is possible to find an optimized
solution to (4) by representing both first and the second terms
in terms of cut functions, the proof of which is presented in the
supplementary material.

Due to the highly overlapping nature of the object proposals,
the task for precise localization is not trivial and asks for a
well-defined expert mechanism. Therefore, RQ , a smaller set
of potential candidate matches thus obtained, is then undergone
a phase of query expansion to identify a more complete set of
matched proposals within each image.

2) Query Expansion: While the goal is to identify the best
matched proposals to the query Q, usually there are multiple
overlapped proposals originating from a single database image.
The process described so far ensures to identify RQ as a set
of good matches to Q. But, there is no assurance that each P
appearing in RQ will always be the best localization achievable
from its parent image. This motivates us to expand each such
P from the collection of all overlapped proposals to ensure the
inclusion of the best.

Recall that each proposal represents only a sub-region of
a database image I , which in fact generates N such differ-
ent database proposals. Now, given each P ∈ RQ originated
from an underlying image I , the pairwise proximity relation
among all the proposals originated from I is represented in
terms of a similar graph structure (as described in Section IV-
C1) GI = (VI , CI ,WI ) such that each v ∈ VI represents one
of the top N -ranked proposal from I , hence |VI | = N . For
any vi, vj ∈ VI , there is a connecting edge between them if
and only if the corresponding proposals (represented by vi

Fig. 3. Shown are two examples of subgraph (GI ) obtained for the database
image I , which are explored during query-expansion to identify the maximally
weighted cliques.

and vj respectively) are reciprocal neighbors to each other

WI (i, j) = |N i
k ∩N

j
k |

|N i
k ∪N

j
k |

. Fig. 3 shows the examples of two such GI .

The utility measure for each node vi ∈ VI representing a
proposal Pi is defined as

UI
i =

(
1 − d(P, Pi)

NI

)
× s(P, Pi) (5)

where d(P, Pi) represents the Euclidean distance between the
centroids of the proposals P and Pi ; NI represents the size of
the image diagonal for I and s(, ) represents the coarse level
initial similarity score, an example of which can be seen in the
next section.

Given this graph structure, in order to ensure more precise
localization performance, the maximally weighted clique of GI

containing P is identified and the problem is formulated as

arg max
L ⊆ GI

P ∈ L

[(
∑

vi ∈L

UI
i

)
: where L is a clique

]
. (6)

We use Bron–Kerbosch algorithm for solving this problem.
Significantly unlike the usual greedy approach, at every stage

of optimization we attempt to extract a collection of maximally
similar overlapped proposals from an underlying image,
which ensures completeness as well as inclusion of the most
precise matched proposals originated from a database image
in the retrieval results. Important to note that at the proposed
database specific false alarm elimination stage, we focus
on the mutual similarity among the retrieved proposals to
identify the more reliable ones, where edge-weights of GQ

measuring the pairwise proximity relation between every pair
of linking nodes is more significant. As opposed to this, the
problem scenario during the image specific query expansion
step is almost opposite. There we aim to identify the best
localization for an instance in an image I , decision regarding
the presence of which within I has already been decided.
In fact, unlike the earlier plot of shortlisting, an edgeweight
signifying the pairwise proximity of the two connecting nodes
is not much useful here. On the contrary, the node weights in GI

focussing on the spatial proximity of the neighboring proposals
to P is more effective for an exact localization of an instance of
Q in I . However, this step for improving localization accuracy
can be made optional based on an application requirement.
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Fig. 4. Best viewed in color: given a query in (a), (b) shows the top 50 retrieval results using the proposal method. The regions highlighted in “yellow” in each
image show the retrieved regions (proposals). While the database stores each of these proposals as a separate entry, they are embedded on their originating images
for better visual understanding.

Worth to emphasize that the proposed graph based query ex-
pansion strategy is adopted only to achieve a better localization
performance within each database image. In order to further
minimize the amount of outliers, the entries in the expanded set
RQ are finally validated using geometric verification. The en-
tire re-ranked list RQ is finally short-listed to retrieve the most
similar proposals. A sample result in Fig. 4 displaying the fi-
nal top-k retrievals, demonstrates the high-calibre search ability
of our proposed method to identify small objects in the clutter
intensive real-life images in presence of various deformation,
occlusion, etc.

Following the standard practice, the shortlisted set of top-
ranked retrievals obtained using the proposed graph-based false
alarm elimination scheme can also be used as input to any stan-
dard query expansion method [16] for improved performance.
While this is not at our focus in this work, we use average query
expansion (AQE) [16] as an example for such purpose. Fol-
lowing [16], the set of top-20 shortlisted retrievals is employed
to re-query once to show the improvement. The details of the
experimental findings will be discussed in Section VI.

It is important to recall at this stage that, the entire search strat-
egy discussed in this section is based on the assumption that we
already have an effective descriptor to represent each proposal
and a coarse matching scheme to roughly identify a smaller set
of initial matches. While the proposed query-adaptive search
mechanism is provably capable of performing the retrieval task
successfully, we trust the best performance can be achieved only
when it comes with an effective feature descriptor. In the next
section EdgeBoW is proposed for this purpose.

V. EDGEBOW

The proposed proposal descriptor EdgeBoW is able to capture
the characteristic shape information present within each object
proposal at a sufficient level of detail. By means of a robust SIFT
like descriptor to each of its constituent EdgeWords, EdgeBoW
is also able to handle deformation and occlusion well. In contrast
to a sparse set of only keypoints, the denser representation of
a proposal using EdgeBoW contains an elaborate contextual
information, which is more discriminative. Given a query, thus
EdgeBoW can enable the system to achieve a more authentic set
of initial matches, which are useful for a more accurate matching
performance.

A. Representing Images Using EdgeBoW

Each object proposal Pi is resized to a standard size while
respecting its own aspect ratio. Structured Edge detector [45],
which has shown a reliable performance in predicting object
contours while simultaneously being very efficient, is used to
initially compute the required edge map in an image. The non-
maximal suppression orthogonal to the edge response is used
to find the edge peaks. This results in a small set of edges with
each image pixel p assigned with an edge magnitude mp and
an orientation θp . A multi-scale variant of the approach enables
us to estimate an approximate scale for every pixel at which the
edge response is maximum. In order to eliminate some spurious
edges, only pixels with an edge magnitude mp > 0.1 are defined
as the edge pixels.

Given the edge map of Pi , each of its constituent contours Cj

is uniformly sampled (at every fifth pixel) to identify a dense
set of interest points Fi = ∪Cj ∈Pi {p ∈ Cj}. Unlike most of
the state-of-the-art corner detectors, which solely rely on cur-
vature extremals to extract a sparse set of repeatable interest
points and thus fail to represent the smooth-structured objects
(logos like Nike, Adidas, etc.) with sufficient structural details,
the proposed method aims for a set of feature points that can
represent the object shape at a finer details. Each p ∈ Fi at a co-
ordinate location (px, py ) is identified by a tuple (px, py , θp , sp),
where θp and sp respectively represent the orientation and scale
estimates obtained from the response of the structured edge de-
tector [45] at p. The scale range is taken to be [−2si, 2si ], where
si is the scale of Pi . Finally, the 128-dimensional SIFT feature
descriptor [43] is used to represent each p. Each Pi can thus be
represented by a collection of SIFT descriptors {fi,l}.

Following the BoVW scheme, each local descriptor f is quan-
tized to a visual word using a vocabulary of V words, represented
as wp , where p ∈ Fi is at location (px, py ) and wp ∈ {1, . . . , V }
is the corresponding index of the visual word. Using a stop list
analogy, the most frequent visual words (top 10% as used in our
experiments) that occur in almost all images are discarded. All
feature points are indexed by an inverted file so that only words
that appear in the queries will be checked. Each word of the
vocabulary is denoted as an EdgeWord. Thus the entire object
proposal Pi is represented in terms of a Bag of EdgeWords,
denoted as EdgeBoW Ei = {wp , p ∈ Fi}. Ei can then be char-
acterized by a V -dimensional histogram hi recording the word
frequency of Ei .
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Each database image can therefore be represented in terms
of a collection of N EdgeBoWs, each of which is explored
separately for matching. However, the first step towards eval-
uating the effectiveness of a feature detector is to investigate
its repeatability, which signifies its reliability in matching under
varying scene modes (rotation, scale, change in view point, etc.).
The stability of the EdgeWord correspondences in presence of
a reasonable range of in-plane rotation and scale is achieved us-
ing the scale and orientation estimates from the structured edge
detector and a SIFT-like descriptor. Lowe [43] has shown that
SIFT has an excellent repeatability of at least 50% in presence of
affine distortion of upto 50◦ tilt (view point rotation in depth) of
a planer surface in general. However, sometime the number
of inlier correspondences for interest point based SIFT detector
falls less due to the specific graphical layout of certain objects,
which may pose a significant danger to the repeatability perfor-
mance. On the other hand, as seen in the experiments, EdgeBoW
remains more stable thought out the range of affine distortions,
considered for experiments. It is also important to note that the
sampling rate and scale range are the two important parameters
accountable for this success of EdgeBoW as a representative.
As such, the sampling rate and scale range can be fixed apriory
by the user based on the requirement of the specific applica-
tion scenario. A formal evaluation of EdgeBoW with respect
to SIFT in presence of varying view point angles is performed,
where we follow Lowe [43] to compare the effectiveness of
EdgeBoW against SIFT using the standard repeatability mea-
sure under various viewing conditions and the results are found
to be promising. The details of this experiment will be discussed
in Section VI.

B. EdgeBoW Matching

Given a query Q, its similarity score (s(Q,Pi)) with an object
proposal Pi is defined using the normalized histogram intersec-
tion computed as

s(Q,Pi) =
∑

j∈Ci
NHI(hQ ,hi)
∥Ci∥

(7)

where Ci = {j; ∥(Pi ∩Pj )∥
∥(Pi )∥ > τ} and ∥∥ represents the size of

a set. The normalized histogram intersection is defined as:
NHI(hQ, hP ) =

∑
v min(hv

Q , hv
P )/

∑
v max(hv

Q , hv
P ). In our

experiment, we chose τ = 0.8. The similarity score defined
above is inspired by RVP [41] in spirit. However, there are some
fundamental differences. As shown in [41], such a cumulative
voting strategy satisfies an asymptotic property and thereby en-
sures convergence. However, this measure is very coarse and
cannot guarantee extracting the best matches in a generic sce-
nario. Therefore, we use this score only to extract some initial
set of candidate matches, which is then used as an input to a
more rigorous matching process to be described next. More im-
portantly, in contrast to the various sized random patches used
as a feature-group in [41], the inherent structure of each Edge-
BoW is more intuitive and designed to describe a semantically
more meaningful part of an image.

Fig. 5. These graphs show the stability of detection as a function of various
affine distortions. The degree of an affine distortion is expressed in terms of the
equivalent viewpoint rotation in depth for a planar surface. The original image,
indexed as Image 1, is paired with images 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 (showing an affine
distorted version of Image 1 by an angle of 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60, respectively)
for checking the number of inlier correspondences (left graph) and repeatability
(right graph). The graphs display an average performances obtained from the 27
randomly chosen images, one from each category of the FlickrLogos-27 dataset.

Given a query P , the entire query adaptive proposal search
scheme, described in Section IV earlier, uses this histogram
based fast matching score [see (7)] to retrieve the initial matches.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

The proposed graph-based method for object search using
EdgeBoW is evaluated and compared against multiple state-of-
the art retrieval algorithms [18], [33], [35], [41], [42] in both
retrieval and recognition scenarios. As described next, the en-
tire set of experiments is primarily aimed at achieving three
goals: (1) evaluating the effectiveness of the proposed feature
descriptor EdgeBoW compared to SIFT, (2) investigating
the search performance of the proposed query adaptive approach
compared to other state-of-the-art methods and (3) applicability
of the proposed method in a recognition problem scenario.

Dataset: The popular datasets like Belgalogo [46],
FlickrLogos-27 [33], Tobacco-800 [36] and GroundHog day
[9] Databases are used as the testbeds for experiments. A set of
sample results from Belgalogo, Tobacco-800, and FlickrLogos-
27 dataset are displayed in Figs. 6–8 respectively. For more
examples, we refer the supplementary materials. The choices of
these databases are critically made to show the effectiveness of
the proposed method in presence of the various real-life scenar-
ios. While Belgalogo is a large challenging dataset containing
images covering various aspects of life and current affairs and
the objects of interests are typically small accompanying a clut-
ter intensive background scene, FlickrLogos-27 has relatively
bigger object instances with significant amount of deformation.
In order to prove the worth of the proposed approach in poor
quality binary images, Tobacco-800 is useful. Finally, Ground-
Hog day dataset shows the adoptability capacitance of the pro-
posed method to identify more general small object categories
observed in our surroundings.

Evaluation Protocol: The retrieval performance is evaluated
by average precision. The choice of the mean average precision
(mAP) as the evaluation measure is firstly due to the fact that
most of the recent works in a similar problem scenario adopt it
for quantifying the performance comparison with respect to the
existing state-of-the-art literatures. Secondly, as also claimed
by Wang et al. [1] that in a retrieval scenario it is important to
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Fig. 6. Some results of retrievals on Belgalogo dataset. Cropped logos (cropped regions are highlighted) from the images in the columns (a), (c), and (e) are
taken as the queries to obtain the results (top retrieved object proposals, in terms of their similarity scores) in the corresponding rows of the columns (b), (d), and
(f), respectively. The false positives among the retrievals are highlighted with the “red” bounding boxes, except the one shown in the first row and the second
column, where it has been highlighted with the “yellow” bounding boxes for better visibility.

Fig. 7. Some results of retrievals on Tobacco-800 dataset. Cropped logos
(cropped regions are highlighted) from the images in column (a) are taken as
the queries to obtain the results (top retrieved object proposals, in terms of their
similarity scores) in the corresponding rows of column (b), respectively. The
false positives among the retrievals are highlighted with the “red” bounding
boxes.

Fig. 8. Some results of retrievals on FlickrLogos-27 dataset. Cropped lo-
gos (cropped regions are highlighted) from the images in columns (a) and
(c) are taken as the queries to obtain the results (top retrieved object propos-
als, in terms of their similarity scores) in the corresponding rows of columns
(b) and (d), respectively.

identify the similar images correctly, without worrying about
how many are actually missing. mAP can address that require-
ment more succinctly than a precision/recall curve in general.
mAP is evaluated for all the queries in each class and an over-
all mAP is also computed. For the recognition task, we follow
an identical protocol as in [33] and [46] for evaluation. As de-
scribed by Kalantidis et al. [33], authors of the FlickrLogos-27
database that the accuracy is measured as the percentage of cor-
rectly recognized logo plus non-logo images, over the total sum
of queries. The number of training images varies from 5 to 30
per category. In a similar setting, we have used “training images”
as the reference logos per category. Each query is assigned the

label corresponding to the reference image that maximizes the
similarity score.

A. Evaluating the Shape Aware Descriptor-EdgeBoW

FlickrLogos-27 is used to evaluate EdgeBoW in terms of its
repeatability against interest-point based SIFT detector in pres-
ence of various viewing conditions. Many images in this dataset
have objects of interest bigger in sizes, which make it more
appropriate to be used for the feature repeatability tests. Given
a pair of images, representing the same scene under different
viewing conditions, we follow Lowe [43] and use the set of geo-
metrically consistent inlier matches to compute the repeatability
measure. A set of homographies (as used in [47]), representing
six different viewing angles {20◦, 30◦, 40◦, 50◦, 60◦} is used for
investigating the repeatability of EdgeBoW and the resulting
graph is shown in Fig. 5. As can be seen in the figure that the
number of inlier correspondences obtained by the EdgeBoW
features is reasonably higher than the interest point based SIFT
detectors. However, the repeatability performance of SIFT re-
mains best for the affine distortion of angles upto 40◦. For a
change of viewing angles in a higher range till 50◦, the repeata-
bility performance of SIFT and EdgeBoW remain at per each
other, with EdgeBoW offering a larger number of inlier corre-
spondences throughout. In fact, for 60◦ of tilt, the average SIFT
repeatability is lesser than that of EdgeBoW by about 20%.

B. Evaluating the Search Performance

Several benchmark datasets have been used for evaluating the
search performance of the proposed method. We observe that
an exclusive contribution of the proposed graph-based search
method lies in retrieving smooth-structured objects (like Nike,
Bougies, Marcedes, Adidas, etc.), at which many of the other
state-of-the-art methods could not perform well. An appropri-
ate combination of the effective EdgeBoW feature descriptor
and the efficient graph-based search mechanism has helped to
handle the cases of generic object categories (like objects in the
GroundHog Dataset) and binarized document images (Tobacco-
800) with equal expertise. Next we describe the experiments on
each dataset separately:

Experiments on Belgalogo Dataset: The entire database con-
tains 10 000 images of a sport event. In order to deal with the
clutter intensive background scenario, 100 top-ranked propos-
als are extracted from each image and all the proposals ex-
tracted from the entire collection of images are re-sized with a
maximum value of height and width equal to 200 pixels to pre-
serve the original aspect ratio. Nearly 20 million EdgeWords are
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TABLE I
STEP-WISE PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

(EDGEBOW-BASED INITIAL RETRIEVAL FOLLOWED BY THE GRAPH-BASED
FALSE ALARM ELIMINATION AND GEOMETRIC VERIFICATION) USING MAP

COMPUTED FOR FIVE OBJECT CLASSES (“BASE,” “DEXIA,” “KIA,”
“MARCEDES,” AND “PRESIDENT”) FROM BELOGALOGO DATASET

EdgeBoW +
Geom. Ver.

EdgeBoW +
Geom. Ver. + AQE

Proposed
Method

Proposed
Method + AQE

mAP 44.28 52.68 53.94 55.81

The second and the fourth columns respectively report the retrieval performances after
employing the AQE using the top-20 initial and shortlisted matches for single iteration of
re-querying.

randomly extracted from the entire database, which are then
quantized into a large vocabulary of size 0.3 million to en-
sure sufficient discriminative power of the vocabulary. Fifty-five
queries are used for localization, each by an image from the
dataset and the logos identified by the bounding boxes. In addi-
tion to it, we also choose some randomly chosen Google images
from each category as query for experiments.

The proposed framework has primarily two major compo-
nents: 1) EdgeBoW feature based initial retrieval, and 2) graph-
based false-alarm outlier elimination. As discussed earlier, the
proposed maximal clique based query expansion method was
only used for a better localization performance. In Table I, we
therefore explore the individual contribution of each of these two
above-mentioned steps to the final performance gain. Addition-
ally this also shows that the proposed graph based false alarm
elimination step can help the AQE to extract a set of more salient
matches and thereby help in obtaining a better retrieval result.

Finally Table II shows the result in terms of mAPs. As shown
in the table, the proposed method with an average mAP measure
of 52.0, has outperformed others in five out of the nine classes.
The performance of the proposed method is favorably com-
pared against RANSAC and RVP [41] (please see the seventh
and third column of Table II), where we obtain a significantly
higher mAP score 53.94% (computed for the same set of six cat-
egories), against that of 32% and 36.9% achieved by RANSAC
and RVP respectively. For Base, Dexia and President, the
proposed method reports a performance which is considerably
better (about 25% on average) than RVP and RANSAC. It is
interesting to observe that for classes like Kia and President,
where the instances are relatively bigger in the database, tradi-
tional technique like RANSAC performs relatively better. How-
ever, for small, simple objects like Dexia, Merecedez, etc., the
performance of RANSAC falls. In fact, as can be seen from the
eighth column of Table II that the performance of EdgeBoW
with Geometric verification shows around 12% improvement
over SIFT feature with RANSAC. Due to the unavailability of
the results for all the nine classes in consideration, this mAP
score is computed on a smaller set of images only from the
classes Base, Dexia, Kia, Mercedez and President for which the
results are available.

While this discussion provides an interesting insight, the
study is not complete. A more exhaustive comparative study
is performed against the Generic Search by Tao et al. [22] and
the baseline approach [17] (in second and sixth columns of Ta-
ble II), which have reported the category-specific mAP scores

for all the nine classes in consideration. In fact, our method
shows a significant improvement of about 20% with respect to
each of them. Although, the generic search by Tao et al. [22] has
reported a little higher (about 3%) mAP score in “Quick” logo
category, the proposed graph-based framework has shown a sig-
nificant improvement in all the rest of the eight logo categories
and achieved an improvement of 20% on average. As such,
Tao et al. [22] also show an impressive retrieval performance
for objects like landmark, building, etc., which are usually big
occupying the significant portion of an image. However, for
similar reasons discussed earlier, the performance is not reliable
for small object categories.

Finally, the multi-feature fusion approach by Yang and Bansal
[35] has also shown a good performance on the feature-rich
logo categories like Base, Dexia, President, etc., and obtained a
slightly better mAP score in “Base.” As can be seen by compar-
ing the fifth and the last column in Table II, this interest point
based detector cannot be treated as the best choice to represent
small and smooth objects like “Adidas,” “Nike,” etc. Moreover,
given the large intra-class variability observed in thousands of
logo classes, such methods relying on color information may
not be very stable always.

Thus we prove that the proposed graph based optimization ap-
proach using EdgeBoW as feature achieves the state-of-the-art
performance on popular logo classes in the Belgalogo database.
At the same time, it also shows some promising results for chal-
lenging logo categories like Nike, Adidas, Bougies, etc., simply
structured logo categories, which are exclusively defined by its
shape.

Experiments on Tobacco-800 Dataset: The UMD Tobacco-
800 dataset [36] is an 800 document/1290 page subset of a CDIP
7 million document/42 million page dataset received from the
tobacco company lawsuits. All images have been scanned in
binary format and range in resolution from 150 DPI to 300 DPI.
The resulting images become noisy due to such binarization
and that poses a severe challenge to the retrieval system. Ground
truth labels of the logos, consisting only its graphical portion
have been provided by Zhu and Doermann [36]. The dataset
has 35 categories of logos from 435 document pages. Logo
categories having at least more than one instances in the dataset
is used as query for our tests. Each image is re-sized with a
maximum value of height and width equal to 800 pixels, while
respecting the aspect ratio. The SURF feature based method
by Jain and Doermann [37] obtains an impressive performance
of mAP 88% using both logo and the accompanying text as
features for retrieval and the performance drops drastically (to
45%) in absence of the text part of the logo. However, in a
real-life scenario, availability of complete queries with text may
not be an easy constraint to satisfy in general. The retrieval
potential is examined by mAP, averaged over queries across all
35 classes. Table III summarizes the quantitative performance
of EdgeBoW against shape context based descriptor [48], LSH
[31] and SURF feature based method [37].

Experiments on Groundhog Day Dataset: The database
contains 5640 keyframes extracted from the entire movie
Groundhog Day [29], from which six visual objects are
chosen as queries. Similar to the pre-processing mechanism
followed for Belgalogo dataset, 100 top-scored proposals are
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TABLE II
PERFORMANCE (INCLUDING AVERAGE) OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH GENERIC SEARCH BY TAO et al. [22], RVP [41], ESR [18], THE MULTI-FEATURE

FUSION-BASED LOGO RETRIEVAL MODEL BY YANG AND BANSAL [35], RANSAC-BASED APPROACH BY PHILBIN et al. [19], AND THE BASELINE
APPROACH (SIFT FEATURE-BASED MATCHING AND QUERY EXPANSION) [17] ON THE BELGALOGO DATASET USING MAP-BASED MEASURE

Logo Class Generic Search [22] RVP [41] ESR [18] multi-feature
fusion [35]

SIFT +QE
(Baseline) [17]

SIFT+RANSAC
[19]

EdgeBoW +
Geom. Ver.

Proposed Method

Adidas 15.4 - - - 7.8 - - 54.09
Base 4.33 20.8 17.9 52.4 38.9 19.4 41.86 49.3
Bouigues 18.2 - - - 18.6 - - 65.7
Dexia 20.6 24.1 11.7 24.1 29.3 15.1 28.46 37.5
Kia 56.8 50.6 49.7 41.2 61.3 47.3 46.7 57.7
Marcedes 10.7 21.5 18.0 11.0 18.5 13.9 20.37 25.21
Nike 10.2 - - - 1.4 - - 25.03
President 96.3 67.5 44.6 76.4 53.7 64.3 84.03 100.0
Quick 56.3 - - - 39.0 - - 53.5

Average 32.09 36.9 24.5 39.9 31.01 32 44.28 52.0

The performance rates for ESR and RANSAC were obtained from Jiang et al. [41]. Important to note that the mAP only for the five classes Base, Dexia, Kia, Marcedes, and President
achieved by the proposed method is 53.94% , which is around 24% more than the best performance reported in [35]. The ninth column reports the mAP scores obtained by the
proposed method without AQE.

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD VERSUS SHAPE CONTEXT-BASED

DESCRIPTOR [48], SURF FEATURE BASED METHOD [37], AND LSH [31]
ON THE TOBACCO-800 DATASET USING MAP

shape context[48] LSH [31] SURF [37] proposed EdgeBoW

mAP 82.6 81.71 45 92.69

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD VERSUS RVP [41] USING MAP

RVP [41] proposed method

Black Clock 45.6 41.2
Digital Clock 41.2 52.3
Frames 48.6 50.8
Nine 23.8 27.5
Phil 76.7 73.1
Red Clock 24.9 31.6
mAP 43.5 46.08

extracted from each image. As such, the objects of interest in
the dataset, e.g., black clock (65 × 60), Microphone (63 × 77),
Digital Clock (165 × 100), etc. are quite small. Hence, too much
stretching to standardize the size would affect the image quality,
which in turn can influence the edge detector performance. Each
proposal extracted from any of the entire database collection is
re-sized with a maximum value of height and width equal to
128 pixels, while preserving their individual aspect ratio. Nearly
10 million EdgeWords are randomly extracted from the entire
database, which are then quantized into a large vocabulary of
size 0.1 million to define a discriminative vocabulary.

Compared to RVP [41], as can be seen from Table IV that the
mAP scores are higher for objects like Digital clock, Frames,
Nine and Red Clock, which have a distinctive shape structure.
On the other hand, the “not so” good performance for Phil is due
to the missing edge information in some cases. Black clock is
generic in its structure, which is mostly like a circle. The minu-
tiae internal shape details (like hour and minute hands, etc.,)
have not been captured as a part of the salient edge response,
which makes it prone to attract more false positives.

TABLE V
COMPUTATIONAL COST OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

VERSUS ESR [18] AND RVP [41]

ESR [18] RVP [41] proposed EdgeBoW

Time (in seconds) 2.97 2.84 4.2

Computational Cost for Search: The computational cost of
the proposed search framework is primarily dominated by the
time taken in multi-scale edge detection phase. Given a query,
retrieving top-1000 matches require approximately 4.2 s in a
stand-alone 3.20 GHZ PC with 8 GB memory, which is slower
than RVP and ESR as seen in Table V. Use of GPU in the
edge extraction phase and an implementation in the parallel
processing environment can reduce the required time taken by
the system.

C. Evaluating the Performance in Recognition Scenario

The FlickrLogos-27 has been used to evaluate the generaliza-
tion capability of our method in a recognition scenario.

Experiments on FlickrLogos-27 Dataset: Database Images
in FlickrLogos-27 [33] are obtained from Flickr and the au-
thors provide ground-truth for 27 logo classes and annotations
of 4536 logo appearances. Their proposed logo recognition ap-
proach, used as a baseline in this work, offers a common BoW
model, where a codebook of quantized SIFT features is used.
As mentioned earlier, the performances are reported in terms of
accuracies with a varying number of training images per class
(within the interval [5, 30]). As can be seen in Table VI that
EdgeBoW performs more reliably in databases having a smaller
number of reference images per category compared to the base-
line BoW, msDT [33] and CDS [46]. An impressive accuracy
(0.81) achieved by the proposed method using only 10 images
per category shows a significant improvement over the other
three methods in an identical experimental setting. In fact, this
is higher than the accuracy attained by the BoW, msDT and
CDS methods using 30 images per query.
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TABLE VI
PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD WITH STANDARD BASELINE

BOW [33], MSDT [33], AND CDS [46] ON THE FLICKRLOGOS-27
DATASET USING ACCURACY MEASURE

Images per class SURF BoW[33] MSDT[33] CDS[46] Proposed Method

5 0.56 0.54 0.66 0.68
10 0.56 0.54 0.68 0.81
30 0.52 0.52 0.72 0.81

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper addresses the problem of small object search in
a real life scenario. The proposed method is robust to clut-
ter, deformation and varying image conditions. A multi-stage
graph based matching strategy can ensure a more exhaus-
tive search performance while still remaining discriminative to
the outliers. EdgeBoW feature has proved its supremacy over
SIFT in handling smooth-structured, small objects which are
mainly described by its shape. Its generalization ability to deal
with both the clutter intensive gray level as well as poor quality
binary images within a single framework is promising. Further
extensions may include its application to object instance search
in video inputs.
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